Snoozy II Exterior Info
- We are anticipating about an 8 week delivery time once we get your order and deposit in house.
- We have wiring instructions for deposits on build units to make everything really easy.
-Feel free to email Shaun www.shaun@wescotrailers.net or call (803-600-4412) with any questions
Exterior
- The shell itself is 14'7" from back to front with the trailer being a total of 19'5". (12” ac box included)
- 2300 pounds dry with about 240-50 pounds of tongue weight
- The height of the camper on the outside is about 96-97" with the tongue jack in place and camper
being level.
- The width of the camper on the outside is about 78” with the interior width being 77”
- New Color is HK Silver Shark Gel Coat and one of the very best gel coats on the market.
- Trim lock seem cover in 1/2” black (this is where the two parts marry together)
- Radial 205/75/14 aluminum wheel and radial tire (2 year roadside and 5 year defect warranty)
- Standard hatch for storage on both side of the unit in the front.
- Standard tongue cover with every unit.
- 15x 15 Thedford cassette door
- 20”x 12” single pain LCI windows for the small window (has screen and glass that slide)
- 30”x 40” single pain LCI windows for the large window (has screen and glass that slide)
- The camper is very well insulated and has walls that are consistently 3/4"thick.
- The Snoozy II has a way better laminations schedule than previous units. (lighter and stronger)
- Wesco built 3500 spring axles
- Wesco built galvanized trailer with lifetime weld warranty
- Spare tire rack mounted to frame as an option
- Sunbrella fabric awning option for right side of camper and rear
- Rear stabilizer jacks standard with optional front
Unfortunately, we are not able to do any modifications or changes to the campers during production
once we start the order. We are not able to take anything out of the insides or leave anything out as all
the cabinets, bed, couch and bathroom will be in the unit. The twin bed setup is available but has a
different cost and I can go over that with you. For right now we are only building the Snoozy II with our
current options and Blue prints. We want to make sure we can build you a Snoozy II in the time we have
allotted for you. This will limit us on doing custom things inside your Snoozy II. We are exploring and
testing everyday so as new things come available you will for sure know. As of right now we are just
going to build the camper as it has always been built giving someone the options that are listed.

